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Abstract: The ability to sense and move within an environment are complex functions necessary
for the survival of nearly all species. The spinal cord is both the initial entry site for peripheral
information and the final output site for motor response, placing spinal circuits as paramount in
mediating sensory responses and coordinating movement. This is partly accomplished through
the activation of complex spinal microcircuits that gate afferent signals to filter extraneous stimuli
from various sensory modalities and determine which signals are transmitted to higher order
structures in the CNS and to spinal motor pathways. A mechanistic understanding of how inhibitory
interneurons are organized and employed within the spinal cord will provide potential access points
for therapeutics targeting inhibitory deficits underlying various pathologies including sensory and
movement disorders. Recent studies using transgenic manipulations, neurochemical profiling, and
single-cell transcriptomics have identified distinct populations of inhibitory interneurons which
express an array of genetic and/or neurochemical markers that constitute functional microcircuits.
In this review, we provide an overview of identified neural components that make up inhibitory
microcircuits within the dorsal and ventral spinal cord and highlight the importance of inhibitory
control of sensorimotor pathways at the spinal level.
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1. Introduction
The spinal cord is capable of generating a range of motor behaviors in response to
various interoceptive and environmental cues. Somatosensory pathways span the entirety
of the neuraxis and recruit a unique combination of neuronal networks to elicit appropriate
behavioral responses [1–3]. Despite this complexity, central terminals of primary sensory
neurons recruited by peripheral stimulation and motor neurons activating the behavioral
response co-exist within the spinal cord. Although monosynaptic connections exist between
afferents and both motor neurons and projection neurons with supraspinal targets, most
responses to sensory stimuli result from integration of multiple modalities of information
by networks of neurons throughout the spinal cord before reaching motor neurons or higher
order centers [4–7]. These networks consist of excitatory and inhibitory interneurons (INs)
that serve to select for relevant afferent input and prevent aberrant sensory signaling
throughout somatosensory pathways [8–10]. In order to filter the ongoing, innocuous
stimuli from salient cues and select an appropriate behavioral response, sensorimotor
pathways are subject to both tonic and discrete inhibitory gating mechanisms. Therefore,
the spinal circuits involved in gating nociceptive, proprioceptive, and mechanical signals
are optimally located to modulate the activity at both the input and output stages. The
complex role of inhibitory INs in afferent gating was established through the seminal work
of Melzack and Wall in 1965 and the identification of populations involved has warranted
continuous investigation to date [11]. All of the inhibitory circuits discussed herein receive
excitatory drive either directly or indirectly from the central terminals of primary afferent
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fibers. These circuits act to regulate the level of activity within last order output neurons
through both direct and indirect mechanisms [12–14].
A variety of experimental approaches, including classic electrophysiology and recent
complex genetic and transcriptomic techniques, have been used to dissect inhibitory microcircuits [15–20]. These studies have determined the anatomical location and neurochemical
and/or molecular profile of neural components comprising various functional spinal circuits. This review will examine the most recent characterizations of the inhibitory neural
elements within the dorsal and ventral horns and provide examples of the behaviors which
they have been shown to mediate.
2. Excitatory Input to Sensorimotor Pathways
Primary sensory neurons are excitatory, pseudo-unipolar neurons with cell bodies
located in the dorsal root ganglion (DRG), peripheral receptors in the skin and muscles,
and central terminals that are concentrated in various layers of the dorsal horn and ventral
horn [3,21,22]. Fiber types are broadly divided into major classes based on diameter,
threshold for activation, and conduction velocity [23–25]. Myelinated, type I, type II, and
Aβ afferents are large diameter fibers which rapidly conduct proprioceptive and innocuous
mechanosensory signals [26–29]. Small-diameter, unmyelinated C fibers and mediumdiameter, myelinated Aδ fibers are recruited by mechanical, thermal, and/or chemical
nociceptive stimuli at either high- or low-threshold intensities, respectively [30,31]. The
central terminals from each fiber type are concentrated in distinct laminae of the superficial,
deep dorsal, and/or ventral horn (Figure 1A). Intrinsic and anatomical features help to
separate fiber types; however, these markers are broad classifications that often label
multiple fiber types and do not sufficiently account for the diversity of stimuli.

Figure 1. Organization and points of control within sensorimotor pathways. (A) Cutaneous and
proprioceptive receptors responding to a diverse array of sensory signals terminate in various, and often
overlapping, laminae of the spinal cord. Projection neurons (PN) and motor neurons (MN) are the major
output neurons of the spinal cord and wide dynamic range (WDR) and pre-motor neurons (pre-MN)
neurons play an integrative role in sensorimotor pathways. All of these neurons receive direct (white
triangles) and indirect (black triangles) afferent input and are subject to pre- and postsynaptic inhibition
(yellow boxes). (B) Schematic representation of inhibitory populations involved in afferent gating.
Inhibitory interneurons in the superficial dorsal horn are neurochemically subdivided into largely
non-overlapping subpopulations, with the exception of dynorphin (DYN) and galanin (GAL) which are
highly co-expressed. Molecular markers subdivide inhibitory populations in the deep dorsal and ventral
horns. Ovals denote predominant laminar distribution but do not necessarily reflect medial-lateral
positioning. Shading within ovals represents the regions of highest density for individual populations.

More recently, afferent fiber types that convey unique sensory input towards spinal
effector neurons and higher order centers have been separated using various cell-type
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specific markers [32]. Unmyelinated C fibers can be divided into peptide expressing and
non-peptidergic populations, which transmit mechanical and thermal signals to superficial
dorsal horn [33–36]. The expression of vesicular glutamate transporter 3 (vGluT3) describes
an additional subtype of unmyelinated C fibers that are activated by low-threshold mechanical stimuli which share the same laminar target as the previous fiber types (I/IIi ) but
none of the neurochemical markers [37,38]. Low-threshold, cutaneous mechanoreceptive
(LTMR) afferent fibers terminating throughout laminae IIi -IV have been identified and
described using a combination of molecular profiling [21,39,40], intersectional genetic techniques [8], and selective physiological manipulations [41,42] in mice. Myelinated afferents
expressing parvalbumin and vGluT1 target the deep dorsal and ventral horns and are
primarily involved in proprioceptive pathways [43–45]. These include group Ia and II
muscle spindle afferents and group Ib Golgi tendon organs. Identities of molecular markers
to separate these muscle afferents have just recently been determined [46,47].
Spinal INs are primary targets for many types of afferent fibers [8,9,48,49]. Much
attention has been paid to molecularly defined excitatory IN populations in the dorsal
horn and their roles in conveying and amplifying sensations of touch, itch, pain, and
position [9,49–54]. The majority of these neurons are interposed in pathways between distinct afferent fiber types and ascending tract neurons [13,55,56]. Although often studied
in context of sensation, all of these sensations are identified by a motor response, suggesting dynamic interactions across both dorsal and ventral interneuronal circuits within
sensorimotor pathways [57–59].
In addition to INs which may be more specialized in function, there are several
populations of spinal neurons serving a more integrative function. These tend to be
located within the deep dorsal horn (III-VI) and include neurons that receive polymodal
input from various sensory pathways [60–62]. These populations include both ascending
tract neurons and INs which are likely to be involved in activating or modulating motor
responses [5,44,63]. For example, antenna neurons in laminae III-IV are wide dynamic range
neurons receiving monosynaptic input from both Aβ and Aδ afferent fibers and integrate
low threshold mechanical signals across sensory pathways [61]. Motor synergy encoder
neurons, located in the medial deep dorsal horn, play a similar role within sensorimotor
pathways [44]. They receive both descending cortical and proprioceptive afferent input
and form monosynaptic contacts onto premotor neurons and motor neurons [44]. The
diversity of convergent excitatory drive onto these integrative populations highlights the
need for inhibitory gating mechanisms to select context-relevant stimuli in order to elicit
the appropriate behavioral response [13,59,64].
Ventral horn INs have been largely studied in the context of locomotion, with distinct
populations contributing to rhythm and pattern [65–69]. Locomotor network activity can be
initiated and modulated by sensory feedback [70–72]. For example, stretch of hip extensor
muscles during late stance facilitates the transition to the swing phase [73]. Additionally,
when the dorsal part of the paw encounters an obstacle, the limb is lifted higher in order to
clear it [74,75]. Thus, both proprioceptors and cutaneous mechanoreceptors influence the
activity of locomotor circuits.
There are multiple potential points of control including the afferent and excitatory INs
involved in specific pathways, excitatory integrator neurons, locomotor circuit neurons,
ascending tract neurons, and motor neurons. Inhibitory neurons reduce the activity in
these pathways by postsynaptic and presynaptic inhibitory mechanisms.
3. Spinal Modes of Inhibition
Inhibition at the level of the spinal cord maintains appropriate levels of activity within
neuronal circuits by regulating sensory information en route to ascending and motor
output pathways. Inhibitory INs regulate activity of both excitatory and inhibitory neurons
postsynaptically through axo-somatic and/or axo-dendritic synapses [12,13,76]. Evidence
for feed-forward inhibitory circuits within sensorimotor pathways is ubiquitous and likely
involves afferent input from all fiber types [32,76,77]. Inhibitory neurons in the spinal cord
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may be glycinergic and/or GABAergic [76]. Dorsal inhibitory neurons largely co-express
markers for GABAergic and glycinergic transmission [78,79], whereas ventral inhibitory
neurons are mainly glycinergic beyond early postnatal development [76,80,81]. There are
many exceptions to this and, in some cases, the expression of GABAergic and glycinergic
markers, alone or in combination, can be used to differentiate discrete populations [82–84].
Inhibitory synapses onto afferent terminals provide an additional mode of inhibitory
gating of sensory information which decreases the excitatory drive to postsynaptic neurons
rather than directly depressing the level of activity at the postsynaptic neuron [12,76].
Inhibitory INs mediating presynaptic inhibition are GABAergic [85,86] and are further
defined by the expression of GAD65 [43,87,88]. Afferent fibers activate spinal excitatory
INs that target GABAergic neurons. These GABAergic neurons form axo-axonic synapses
onto afferent terminals. Since intracellular chloride concentrations of afferent terminals
are high, GABA binding to cognate GABAA receptors on the terminals results in chloride
efflux, producing depolarization. This primary afferent depolarization (PAD) retrogradely
invades the afferent fibers, inactivating voltage-gated sodium and/or calcium channels,
shunting subsequent afferent signals [76,86,89]. Detailed explanations of various other
mechanisms and modulators involved in PAD have been reviewed elsewhere [12,14,86,89].
Developmental genetic studies have determined the transcriptional regulatory framework that underlies inhibitory cell-type diversification throughout the spinal cord [90,91].
All spinal inhibitory neurons express Pax2 throughout early developmental stages and
into adulthood [92–95] but separate transcriptional regulators underlie cell-type specification [17]. In order to narrow down large inhibitory populations to smaller subsets to study
specific function, markers that are largely non-overlapping are used and the type of marker,
i.e., transcription factor, neuropeptide, calcium binding protein, depends on the region.
Populations of inhibitory neurons in the dorsal horn are largely defined by neurochemical
markers [18,96] and those in the ventral horn are typically defined by combinations of
developmental transcription factors and calcium binding protein expression [43,97]. More
recent selective manipulations of these populations provide functional correlates which
can be further integrated with anatomical and physiological attributes defined with classic
and more recent techniques to establish circuit connectivity. The sections that follow will
highlight populations of inhibitory INs that have been shown to regulate sensory-evoked
behavioral responses, such as nocifensive reflexes and locomotion, and summarize their
defining features, physiology and circuitry (Figure 1B).
4. Inhibitory Interneurons in Superficial Dorsal Horn
Inhibitory neuronal populations in laminae I–III of the dorsal horn have the potential
to ameliorate nociceptive signaling at the spinal level prior to ascending to result in pain
perception [13,98]. Therefore, these neurons have received significant attention and have
been well characterized. Four neurochemically defined inhibitory populations, parvalbumin, galanin, nitric oxide synthase, and neuropeptide Y, constitute inhibitory neurons
in laminae I-III [18,96]. These four populations make up ~75% of inhibitory neurons in
the superficial dorsal horn of mouse, with the remaining inhibitory neurons expressing
calretinin [18]. Importantly, most of the markers are not exclusive to inhibitory neurons
but are also expressed in excitatory INs to various degrees.
4.1. Parvalbumin INs
Parvalbumin (PV) INs in the superficial dorsal horn are primarily located in laminae
IIi-III [99–102], where the majority (>70%) of them are inhibitory [8,18], co-expressing
GABA and glycine [103,104]. PV INs have dendrites that extend in the rostral-caudal
plane [99] and receive input from myelinated LTMR afferent fibers [101,105]. Their axons
are largely restricted to laminae II-III where they target INs in lamina II, including other
PV INs and excitatory vertical cells and PKCγ INs [102,105]. In addition to their role in
postsynaptic inhibition, PV INs synapse on central terminals of myelinated Aβ and Aδ
afferent fibers in laminae IIi /III [8,99,101,104–106], making up a significant portion of axo-
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axonic synapses mediating presynaptic inhibition of cutaneous mechanical sensory input
in this region. Inhibitory PV INs are found in inhibitory synaptic triads, with the same PV
IN terminal contacting both central terminals and postsynaptic dendrites [87,101,105,107].
Genetic removal or synaptic silencing of the entire PV IN population leads to allodynia
of previously innocuous stimuli [102]. At least part of this effect is thought to result from
the loss of inhibition of lamina II excitatory INs, allowing for innocuous signal propagation
from low threshold afferents to lamina I nociceptive projection neurons via lamina II
excitatory INs, leading to mechanical hypersensitivity [102,105]. PV neurons are also under
glycinergic inhibitory control [108] which may provide an intrinsic circuit mechanism
for similar disinhibition. Conversely to the effects of genetic removal, activating PV INs
ameliorates mechanical hypersensitivity in a mouse nerve injury model [102]. Taken
together, these findings indicate that PV INs gate mechanical pain. However, it remains to
be determined whether these effects are due to pre- and/or post-synaptic mechanisms.
4.2. Galanin and Dynorphin INs
There is extensive co-expression of galanin and dynorphin in the superficial dorsal horn
and these neurons constitute a subset of inhibitory INs distinct from PV [18,96,100,109,110].
Galanin and dynorphin INs are primarily located in laminae I–IIo with fewer cells in
laminae IIi –III [100,109]. Galanin INs are entirely GABAergic and do not express glycinergic markers [111]; however, dynorphin INs also include excitatory neurons, particularly in the medial aspect of laminae I and IIi [109,112]. Immature dynorphin INs receive predominantly C fiber input but by adulthood, they receive multimodal afferent
input [113,114]. Axonal arborizations of dynorphin neurons are small and remain within
the superficial dorsal horn [100,109], targeting excitatory neurons which are critical components of classical pain pathways, including somatostatin-expressing neurons [113] and
gastrin-releasing peptide receptor (GRPR)-expressing INs [110,112,115], as well as lamina I
spinoparabrachial neurons [56,114].
Several additional lines of evidence indicate a role for galanin and inhibitory dynorphin INs in gating LTMR afferent input by suppressing the activity of excitatory output
neurons in pathways, signaling mechanical pain and itch. Chemogenetic activation of
dynorphin INs attenuates responses to pruritogens [112]. Further, somatostatin inhibits
dynorphin INs via actions at sst2A receptors, disinhibiting the pathway and potentiating
itch [112]. Similarly, activation of galanin INs reduces itch in response to pruritogens and,
conversely, genetic ablation of galanin INs leads to an enhancement in itch responses,
without affecting nociceptive responses [115]. At the circuit level, the dynorphin and
galanin IN activation effects are due to an inhibition of GRPR-expressing excitatory INs
which are involved in itch pathways [112,115,116].
Interestingly, genetic ablation of dynorphin INs does not affect itch but instead facilitates Aβ-evoked input to superficial pain pathways and leads to the development
of mechanical allodynia [113]. The discrepancies between the activation and dynorphin
IN ablation studies may be due to differences in the exact neuronal population targeted.
Excitatory INs in deeper laminae (III-IV) express dynorphin and these neurons may be
differentially affected [18,109]. Additionally, genetic ablation of dynorphin INs occurred
early in development compared to injection of conditional DREADD for activation of adult
neurons [112]. This suggests that there may be distinct subpopulations of inhibitory dynorphin/galanin INs providing inhibition of itch and inhibition of innocuous mechanical
input that can activate pain circuits.
4.3. nNOS INs
Another grouping of inhibitory INs in the superficial dorsal horn primarily expresses
nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) [10,18]. There is a limited degree of overlap between the
nNOS and dynorphin/galanin populations (~20%) [110,112] and no overlap with the PV
population [18]. All nNOS INs in lamina I are GABAergic, however, the majority (~66%) of
nNOS INs in lamina II and roughly half of those in lamina III are excitatory INs [96,109].
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GABAergic nNOS INs are innervated by unmyelinated or thinly myelinated afferent
fibers [117], including nociceptors lacking the capsaicin receptor TRVP1 [118]. Inhibitory
axonal terminals from nNOS INs are concentrated in laminae II-III, forming axo-somatic
or axo-dendritic synapses; thereby mediating postsynaptic inhibition [117,118]. nNOS
terminals make contacts with lamina I giant cells and excitatory PKCy INs in laminae II
and III, although to a very limited extent [119,120]. Activation of nNOS INs suppresses
responses to mechanical and thermal stimuli [112] and has also been shown to induce
spontaneous scratching in the absence of pruritogens [115]. The discrepancies in these
studies may be due to concomitant activation of excitatory nNOS neurons which activate
GRPR-expressing neurons and lead to itch [115].
4.4. Neuropeptide Y (NPY) INs
Expression of NPY distinguishes an additional population of dorsal inhibitory INs
in both rat and mouse [18,96,109,121] and has been implicated in pain and itch pathways. NPY INs rarely co-express PV, nNOS, dynorphin and galanin [18,110,121]. All NPY
INs in laminae I-III are GABAergic but excitatory NPY INs are found in deeper laminae
(IV-VI) [18,121]. The majority of NPY INs receive multimodal input from LTMRs [122,123]
and C-fibers that lack TRPV1, conveying noxious mechanical stimuli [118,121]. Inhibitory
NPY INs are concentrated in laminae II-III with variable morphology and dense axonal
bundles associated with projection neurons in both superficial (I-II) and deep (III-IV) dorsal
horn [18,55,121]. Postsynaptic targets include NPY1R-expressing INs [124], lamina II excitatory INs expressing Urocortin (Ucn3) [52,124], and NK1R-expressing projection neurons
in laminae I and III [55,121,123,125]. Genetic ablation or chemogenetic silencing of NPY
INs leads to excessive responses to mechanical itch but not chemical itch or pain [52,122].
4.5. Calretinin INs
Calretinin INs represent a large portion of inhibitory INs in I-II that were not labeled by
any of the previously labeled neurochemical markers [18,126]. They are found throughout
all laminae, except lamina IX, of the spinal cord but are most densely found in lamina
II [126,127]. Only ~15% of calretinin neurons in the superficial laminae are inhibitory and
can be distinguished by Pax2 expression, islet cell morphology, and tonic or initial burst
firing [126]. They also express substance P [128]. The inhibitory calretinin neurons can be
divided into two groups based on sst2A expression [126]. All calretinin neurons respond to
noxious stimulation [126]. Inhibitory inputs to inhibitory calretinin INs are predominantly
glycinergic and these neurons are inhibited by enkephalin [129]. Since the inhibitory and
excitatory calretinin neurons are intermingled, intersectional strategies will be necessary to
determine their function.
5. Inhibitory Interneurons in Deep Dorsal Horn
The inhibitory populations in the deep dorsal horn receive multimodal afferent input
from a wide array of LTMR afferents [8,48]. Importantly, deep dorsal circuits integrating
cutaneous afferent transmission not only enable high fidelity sensory discrimination but
have also been shown to regulate motor activity [7,50,130,131]. Tactile input will stimulate
peripheral sensory receptors and suppress cutaneous afferents through classical gate control,
allowing for heterotypic modulation of sensorimotor pathways [11,59,130,131]. The inhibitory
INs in this region are well positioned to mediate sensorimotor integration through contacts
onto LTMR pathway components as well as ventrally directed proprioceptive afferents,
excitatory premotor INs, and ascending pathways [7,8,43,60,125]. Inhibitory neurons in the
deep dorsal horn have been identified using molecular screens and have been shown to be
involved in presynaptic inhibition and are interposed between afferent fibers and ascending
pathways and/or motor neurons, which will be summarized in the following sections.
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5.1. Early RET + INs
A population of neurons in the laminae III-V expresses receptor tyrosine kinase Ret
(RET) during neonatal development and defines a predominantly inhibitory subpopulation
that has interesting circuit properties [132]. Early RET INs do not include more superficial
neurons which express RET due to later Ret expression [132]. Deep dorsal RET (RET)
INs co-express markers for GABAergic and glycinergic neurotransmission and minimally
overlap with the PV INs but none of the other neurochemical subpopulations [18,132].
RET INs receive both Aβ, Aδ, and both peptidergic and non-peptidergic C fiber input and
polysynaptic inhibitory input from Aβ and C fiber afferents [132]. Downstream targets
of RET INs include excitatory PKCγ INs which forward low threshold touch information
to projection pathways and somatostatin INs involved in mechanical pain, as well as
other inhibitory RET INs [132]. Although postsynaptic responses to RET IN activation
are glycinergic, RET boutons are also adjacent to myelinated afferent terminals and those
RET terminals contain GAD markers [132], as seen with INs mediating presynaptic inhibition [43,86]. Taken together, these findings indicate RET INs play a role in pre- and
postsynaptic inhibition of individual neurons. Further, targeted ablation of the RET IN
population induces mechanical and thermal hyperalgesia and exacerbates sensory deficits
in models of inflammatory and neuropathic pain [132]. Despite minimal overlap, RET INs
share several features with the PV INs described in the previous section and play a critical
role in mediating crosstalk between pain and touch pathways.
5.2. Rorβ INs
Gene expression profiling and single-cell RNA sequencing have converged on cellspecific markers that define a subset of neurons in the dorsal horn expressing the retinoidrelated orphan receptor-β (Rorβ) [8,19]. Rorβ INs are a heterogeneous population in terms
of transmitter phenotype, with ~60% being GABAergic, and topographical location divides
them into two distinct populations, in lamina III and medially in laminae IV/V [8,133]. The
Rorβ INs show minimal overlap with other neurochemically defined inhibitory populations
in either region [8,18]. The more superficial population can be divided into neurons that
express either glutamatergic markers or both GAD isoforms, and their functional role
is not clear [8,133]. However, the deeper population (IV-V) expresses GAD65 which
defines GABAergic neurons involved in presynaptic inhibition [43,133]. Genetic knockout
of Rorβ results in mice with what was described as a ‘duck-like gait’, in addition to
other abnormalities [133,134]. Intersectional genetic studies targeting removal of Rorβ
from spinal inhibitory INs or ablation of spinal Rorβ INs elicits similar motor deficits,
characterized by pronounced hyperflexion during the swing phase of locomotion [133].
In vitro electrophysiology experiments demonstrate that these mutants have a decreased
afferent-evoked PAD amplitude and decreased threshold for sensory-evoked reflexes,
indicating a loss of presynaptic inhibitory tone [133]. Genetic manipulations do not affect
withdrawal responses to tactile stimuli; however, blocking afferent transmission in the
peripheral muscle nerve reduces the hyperflexion gait seen in the mutants [133], suggesting
that Rorβ INs gate proprioceptive sensory input to motor pathways.
5.3. Satb2 INs
Expression of the nuclear organization factor Satb2 regulates sensorimotor circuit
organization in the spinal cord and labels a unique population of neurons that are concentrated in laminae V-VI [44,48,135]. Expression of Satb2 is found in both excitatory and
inhibitory INs that are largely topographically divided in the dorsal and ventral aspects of
the region, respectively, and depending on genetic strategy, a predominant inhibitory Satb2
IN population can be preferentially identified [44,135]. The Satb2 IN population has axonal
terminals extending in a diagonal band across laminae V-VIII and IX, directly contacting
individual motor neurons and premotor INs [135]. They constitute a significant portion
(~20%) of the deep dorsal premotor neurons, collectively shown to be a population of
neurons involved in coordinating motor neuron recruitment across motor pools and, there-
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fore, referred to as motor synergy encoder neurons [44]. Inhibitory Satb2 INs are further
anatomically and molecularly divided along the mediolateral axis of lamina V, wherein
medial Satb2 INs co-express Ctip2. The Satb2 INs receive direct proprioceptive afferent
input, and this is to a greater degree in the medial Ctip+ INs, compared to the lateral Ctip2INs [135]. Additionally, premotor Satb2 INs are activated by noxious stimulation of the
hind paw, indicating that in addition to proprioceptive input, they are polysynaptic targets
of nociceptors and a likely site of multimodal convergence in sensorimotor pathways [135].
Satb2 mutants respond to noxious thermal and mechanical stimulation with an exaggerated
hyperflexion and aberrant hyperflexion of the ankle was visible during the swing phase of
locomotion [135], suggesting that these neurons gate flexion withdrawal reflexes. It is likely
that Satb2 INs serve an integrative function and are interposed in polysynaptic, sensorimotor pathways considering their multimodal afferent input and expansive intersegmental
innervation of premotor neurons [7,44,135].
5.4. Tfap2b INs
Tfap2b INs are largely GABAergic neurons found medially in laminae IV, V, and VI [44].
These neurons receive input from proprioceptive afferents [44]. Where a portion of them likely
mediate presynaptic inhibition, they are also premotor INs and are thought to be involved in
encoding of motor synergies [44] but have not yet been targeted for genetic manipulation.
6. Inhibitory Interneurons in Ventral Horn
Motor circuitry, and minimally motor neurons, must be recruited for sensory-evoked
action. Motor neurons are the final output of the nervous system [136] and receive both direct proprioceptive (i.e., Ia) and indirect proprioceptive and cutaneous input from upstream
integrative networks [7,15,43]. Proprioceptive afferent input is essential for coordinated
movements [137] and produces phase dependent modulation of motor activity, such as
during locomotion [71,131]. Cutaneous input may not be essential for overground locomotion, but the disruption of cutaneous sensory pathways leads to deficits when walking over
uneven terrain and recovery of locomotor function after spinal cord injury [50,59,138,139].
Where some reflex pathways are depressed during locomotion [140,141], others elicit different motor output based on the position of the affected limb [71,75,142]. Task-dependent
gating of reflexes and inhibition of antagonist muscle groups ensures proper motor control
and may occur due to pre- or postsynaptic inhibition [86,141]. Phase- and task-dependent
modulation of motor output are mediated by ventral inhibitory INs which are essential for
coordinated locomotion and are accessed by proprioceptive afferents to refine and adapt
motor pattern [17,69,72].
Inhibitory INs in the ventral horn are often divided into four cardinal classes (V0–V3)
based on the developmental expression of transcription factors unique to INs derived from
the same progenitor domain [69,143]. Less is known regarding the sensory innervation of
many of the inhibitory populations identified in this way; however, there is information
available about their roles in locomotion. Further, although locomotor functions have been
attributed to these populations, it is expected that not all neurons in any class participate
in locomotion, but they may contribute to pathways involved in behavioral responses to
stimuli described above.
6.1. V0 INs
The V0 INs are commissural INs defined by the expression of the transcription factor
Dbx1 [144,145]. They are subdivided into dorsal (V0D ) and ventral (V0V ) populations based
on the absence and presence of Evx1, respectively. The V0V neurons are mainly excitatory
and the V0D INs are inhibitory, distinguished by presence of Dbx1 in the absence of Evx1 or
the co-expression of Dbx1 and Pax2 [146]. The majority of V0D neurons are glycinergic and
about half are GABAergic [146,147]. Medially located V0D neurons receive dense input
from vGluT1-expressing terminals, suggesting that these neurons receive monosynaptic
input from primary afferents [147]. The V0 INs are essential for left-right alternation during
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locomotion [145]. In contrast to the polysynaptic inhibition from V0V INs, inhibitory V0D
INs form monosynaptic contacts with contralateral motor pools and are directly involved in
alternation at low locomotor speeds [146,148], corresponding to walking gait in quadruped
animals [149–151]. Although a speed-dependent change in commissural IN population
involved has been established, the basis of that switch remains unknown and it is likely
that proprioceptive input plays a role.
6.2. V1 INs
The V1 INs, defined by the expression of Engrailed 1 (En1), are exclusively ipsilaterally
projecting inhibitory INs [152]. These neurons are in laminae VII and IX, predominantly
glycinergic, and include some of the most well studied populations of inhibitory INs, the
Renshaw cells and the Ia inhibitory INs [153].
Renshaw cells make up <10% of the V1 population [153]. They are glycinergic neurons which receive input from axon collaterals of motor neurons and mediate recurrent
inhibition [154]. In addition to motor neurons, Renshaw cells inhibit other Renshaw cells, Ia
inhibitory INs, and spinocerebellar neurons [155]. Although Renshaw cells receive direct
proprioceptive input early in development, this is lost by adulthood [156]. Renshaw cells
express both calbindin and PV in mouse [153]. They have also been recently shown to be
identified by Chrna2 [157]. Renshaw cells have been hypothesized to function to regulate motor neuron gain [158]. Genetic silencing of Renshaw cells does not impact gait or coordination
of locomotion [157]; however, it is possible that there is developmental compensation.
Ia inhibitory INs express PV but not calbindin and receive input from proprioceptive
Ia afferents and input from Renshaw cells [153,159]. Ia inhibitory INs make synapses onto
antagonist motor neurons to mediate reciprocal inhibition [160,161]. In addition to V1
neurons, a subpopulation of V2b INs (below) also constitute Ia inhibitory INs [162].
Approximately 75% of the V1 INs are not Renshaw cells or Ia inhibitory INs [153]. At least
some of the remaining neurons are thought to contribute to flexor-extensor alternation during
locomotion. Genetic ablation or silencing of V1 INs does not disrupt coordination but rather decreases the locomotor frequency [162,163] and increases the duration of flexor activation [164].
6.3. V2b INs
Similar to the V1 INs, V2b INs are inhibitory, ipsilaterally projecting INs located primarily
in lamina VII [165]. A small proportion of V2b INs are Ia inhibitory INs [162]. V2b INs
preferentially inhibit extensor motor neurons [164]. Genetic removal of V2b INs in in vitro
spinal cords does not result in a locomotor change on its own [162]. However, if the spinal
cord is hemisected at the midline, flexor and extensor motor activity synchronizes in the V2b
mutants, where it is alternating in wildtype littermates [162]. Additionally, the genetic removal
of both V1 and V2b populations results in flexor-extensor synchronization [162], suggesting
that constituents of these populations cooperate to secure flexor-extensor alternation [166].
6.4. dI6 INs
dI6 INs are identified by the transcription factors Wt1 and/or Dmrt3 [167–169]. These
are mainly inhibitory commissural INs located in laminae VII and VIII [168–170]. dI6 INs
are rhythmically active during locomotion [169,171]. The axons of dI6 neurons innervate
motor neurons and INs on the contralateral side of the cord [169,170] and silencing leads to
deficits in left-right coordination [167,169]. It is currently unknown if the dI6 populations
are specific to locomotion at particular speed or gaits. Since Dmrt3 and Wt1 expression
can distinguish three populations of inhibitory neurons, it is possible that each has discrete
projection targets and specialized function.
7. Conclusions and Outlook
The current description of INs across the dorsal and ventral horns has become increasingly complex as functionally distinct populations are identified and interrogated.
The populations described above are unlikely to constitute all spinal inhibitory INs, as
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there are other inhibitory markers that define candidate populations that have been shown
to be distinct but have not been studied in detail to date [8,19,20,172,173]. Large scale
sequencing studies provide additional detail which may be necessary in order to discern
differential patterns of gene expression amongst functionally related and/or overlapping
populations [19,20]. Such data have identified at least 18 molecularly distinct groups of
inhibitory INs that are not necessarily reflected in the populations described as they are
grouped in the current review [8,19,20]. On the other hand, in some cases, the populations
are broad and may represent several classes of INs, requiring intersectional strategies to
dissect more discrete functional roles [174]. This is particularly the case for populations
identified by markers that include excitatory populations [18,109,112,121,126].
The true test of population identity should be function. Genetic access to molecularly
distinct populations has served to complement previous classification schemes and enable
targeted manipulations. Even so, this approach may not capture the full extent of effect
from a given population. Further, the idea that molecularly defined neurons will delineate
functional pathways, although attractive, has been more recently called into question.
Instead, synaptic connectivity and population coding considered together with cell-specific
markers is more likely to be required to define functional circuits [10,57,139]. Future
functional studies taking these features into account will be challenging but highly valuable.
Inhibitory microcircuits involved in afferent gating represent robust and highly conserved mechanisms employed by the central nervous system to regulate neurotransmission.
Dissecting spinal circuits will be one key step towards unraveling the intricacies of neural
circuit organization and signaling. Reflexive responses and locomotion are highly stereotypic behaviors that are amenable to observation, measurement, and association with
individual spinal IN populations, and more complex responses are underexplored to date.
The cumulative findings from targeted genetic manipulations offer several candidate populations for novel therapeutic interventions and functional recovery after injury [123,175],
however, several aspects surrounding these strategies impede effective clinical translation.
For example, the identity and role of supraspinal structures and additional neuromodulatory or peptidergic signaling pathways are not clear despite anatomical and physiological
evidence of their recruitment. Additionally, genes of interest are often expressed in multiple
populations, in the spinal cord and other regions of the CNS, and we lack understanding
of how these common neurons are affected by selective manipulations. Recent exploration
of brainstem circuits has identified integrative nodes that play a role in motor initiation
and will be critical to ascertain a holistic understanding of sensorimotor pathways, particularly given that these same neurons are likely to integrate signals from these higher
order centers [176–178]. Enhancement of behavioral assays to detect subtleties and behavioral changes in more natural scenarios, perhaps by implementing machine learning
and/or kinematic analysis [179] will greatly benefit these efforts. Given our current understanding of spinal sensorimotor signaling, future research endeavors aimed at enhanced
genetic selectivity based off of next generation sequencing and improved discrimination of
subtle behaviors will allow for further probing that will be necessary to understand the
mechanistic underpinnings for the remarkable repertoire of sensory-evoked behaviors.
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